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ABSTRACT
This thesis presents a software architecture designed to help end-users to build small
applications efficiently by reusing existing software components. In my approach, software is
structured into flexible components, executable objects that can be modified and combined at
runtime. Flexible components are based on existing software interoperability standards, such as
COM/OLE or SOM/OpenDoc. They extend conventional component software by extending
the component architecture and the functionality of the component engine that manages
component interoperation. Flexible components have a component-specific programming
interface that allows not only users but other components as well to modify and extend the
functionality of a component dynamically. Furthermore, the flexible component engine
provides services for addressing, relating, grouping, and composing components in a flexible
way. With these characteristics, flexible components combine the flexibility and simplicity of
dynamic object environments with the reusability and universality of component software.
They promote a new component-centric development style that unifies multiple languages and
paradigms within the same application environment and supports incremental development of
components.
With the implementation of a prototype, Alego, that simulates a flexible component
environment, I have provided some evidence for the feasibility and usefulness of flexible
components.
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1. Introduction
With the spread of cheap PCs and the World Wide Web, computers are rapidly invading new
areas in entertainment and education. Untrained end-users are starting to use computers for
creative tasks, such as inventing games, creating educational software, writing interactive
books, or configuring heterogeneous networks in the home.
The main goal of this work is to make it easier for end-users with little or no computer training
to program in the small. Our approach makes the following assumptions: First, users would
like to be able to build small applications fast and easily, with no substantial preliminary
learning. As a rule of thumb, the learning effort required before one can start building an
application should stay in the range of hours. Nevertheless, users expect their applications to
be comparable in look and feel to commercial software. Second, we assume that, within the
context of small-scale, exploratory programming, flexibility, i.e., the capacity of software to be
modified at runtime, has priority over reliability, robustness, and performance. Third, we
assume that applications are often built and used by the same person.
1.1 Current Situation: The Developer-User Gap
Traditionally, the software industry has focused on delivering high quality, special purpose
application software to the end-user and high-quality, general purpose development software
to the professional developer. End-users are not expected to develop their own applications.
Professional developers produce streamlined applications, and users work with them
efficiently.
Efficient use of people's time is the central concern on both sides. Much effort has been
invested in making software development more efficient for professional developers by
providing huge collections of pre-fabricated software components. Much effort has been
invested in increasing the utility of application software by providing ergonomic, customizable
user interfaces.
The desire of end-users to create original applications or adapt software to individual purposes
has been largely neglected. On one hand, most development tools are too complex for end-
users. The few that are simple enough to attract non-programmers limit the user to toy
applications that can't be combined with other software. Applications have to be built from
scratch, they do not scale, and, therefore, they are of limited practical use. On the other hand,
commercial application software offers little modifiability beyond customization of the user
interface. In particular, applications do not let users modify their behavior, or reuse their
functionality within other applications.
The bottom line is that end-users are excluded from the software development process and
depend entirely on professionals for new features, new behavior, new possibilities. Whether
this may or may not be intended by marketing strategies, it clearly hinders creativity and
innovation and causes frustration for many users.
1.2 Thesis Content
We address the described problem starting from two premises:
1. The only way to produce high-quality applications with little skill and effort is by taking
advantage of functionality developed by others, and
2. The best way to achieve flexible integration of third party software is by breaking
applications into small functional components that can be reused independently and
recombined efficiently.
The first assumption indicates that, rather than a conventional programming language to
implement functionality, end-users need a glue to combine existing pieces of functionality. The
second statement suggests how to organize these pieces in order to be able to combine them in
a flexible and modular way.
In this thesis, we present a software architecture that will enable end-users to build applications
by modifying and combining existing software components. In our approach, software is
structured into flexible components. Flexible components are executable pieces of software
that can be developed, distributed, and reused independently. They constitute flexible building
blocks for applications by being programmable, interoperable, and combinable.
By programmable we refer to the capacity of modifying and extending the functionality of a
component dynamically. For that, each component provides a programming interface that can
consist of anything from simple point-and-click mechanisms to a full-featured programming
language.
Interoperability refers to the capacity of components to communicate with each other.
Components interoperate through standardized interfaces, managed by a system component
called the component engine.
Finally, flexible components can be combined dynamically to build applications or compound
components. They cooperate by communicating with each other. They may form hierarchy or
grouping relations. They can share parts. They can also be composed to form new
components. The component engine provides functionality for coordination, relation, and
composition of components.
Flexible components simplify programming for several reasons. First, since components are
modifiable, they can be reused for different purposes. Therefore, when building an application,
most of the functionality can be taken from existing components that can be adapted to the
specific goal in mind. Second, the programming interface of each component can be simple and
efficient, since it is tailored to the specific purpose of the component. Third, components can
be modified, extended and combined in-place, i.e., within their application environment. This
allows users to observe the effects of modifications immediately, and it eliminates the need for
mastering a specific or even several different software development packages in order to build
applications.
Furthermore, flexible components can be developed incrementally, which enables users of
varying experience to contribute. For instance, professional programmers may implement a
generic component using an efficient object-oriented language, the amateur programmer may
extend the component's functionality using, say, its built-in Visual Basic interface, and the non-
programmer may further customize the component's behavior using a simple dialog box.
Finally, the flexible component environment is open-ended, and applications built out of
flexible components are easily extensible. The environment can be extended to support new
programming languages and paradigms by simply introducing new components. Applications
can be extended by modifying integrated components and incorporating new ones. In addition,
different applications can be combined by relating their components. In fact, the boundary
between applications becomes as malleable as are their components, and the distinction
between applications becomes purely conceptual.
We have implemented a prototype, Alego, that simulates a flexible component environment.
Like flexible components, Alego objects include a programming interface. The flexible
component engine is simulated by the Alego runtime environment. Alego introduces several
new features, e.g., a dynamic multi-cast addressing scheme and a grouping relation.
The flexible architecture of Alego objects has proven useful for small, exploratory applications.
For instance, simple games can be extended and modified while playing them, which makes
them more variable and simplifies their development. However, we have only experimented
with small applications, developed and used by a single person, using the same programming
language for all objects. Multiple users and multiple languages will certainly introduce a
multitude of problems related to complexity, performance, and reliability that have yet to be
explored.
The following section discusses related work. Chapter two introduces flexible components.
Chapter three presents the prototype environment Alego. In chapter four, we evaluate the
presented work by pointing out advantages and limitations of flexible components and
reporting on our experience with Alego. Finally, we conclude with a look at work that remains
to be done.
1.3 Related Work
In this section, we discuss two approaches that tackle different aspects of the described
problem. Together, they possess the advantages that we consider as essential for user-friendly
software development: Dynamic object environments support a flexible and interactive
programming style; component software promotes the reuse of available functionality.
1.3.1 Dynamic Object Environments
Dynamic object environments represent the traditional approach to user-friendly programming.
Figure 1 situates dynamic object environments within the context of programming tools.
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Figure 1. Classification ofprogramming environments. The circle marks dynamic object
environments.
Dynamic programming environments (Lisp [Ste90], Tcl [Ost90, Bor94]) are based on an
interpreted (or incrementally compiled) language and merge runtime and development time of
an application. They support a flexible, interactive programming style: Any modification of
code has an immediate effect on the behavior of the running application.
Object-oriented dynamic environments add structure and uniformity to the flexibility. Programs
are structured into objects that are treated in a uniform way. Object environments can be
classified roughly into class-based and object-based, depending on whether the main
programming activity revolves around classes or concrete objects (instances) [Mal95, Lie86,
Weg87].
In class-based environments, objects are created as instances of previously defined abstract
descriptions called classes. Most object-oriented programming languages, such as C++ or Java
[Com96, Dec95, Sun95], are class-based. Dynamic class-based programming environments,
such as Smalltalk [Kho95, Sut95], Eiffel [Mey92], and Dylan [App95b, Dum95] aim at
increasing the programmer's productivity while preserving the powerful abstraction
mechanisms of the class-based paradigm. In general, class-based programming is considered as
difficult to learn, and the target audience of these dynamic development tools is professional
developers of large-scale production quality software [And95, App95b, Bae94, Joh95,
Raw95].
Here, we are interested in object-based (also called prototype-based) environments which are
targeted to the explorative and casual programmer. We refer to these environments as dynamic
object environments. In dynamic object environments, such as Self [Hoe93, Smi95, Ung91,
Ung92], Obliq [Car94], and Cecil [Cha93, Cha95], objects, called prototypes, exist on their
own (i.e., they are not instances of a class), and new objects are created by cloning existing
ones. A prototype is a collection of data or method members called slots. Prototypes usually
offer a user interface that supports direct manipulation of their structure (i.e., the number,
names and types of their slots), and behavior (i.e., the functionality of their method slots).
Dynamic object environments have been developed in order to simplify programming under the
assumption that programming is easier to learn and more straightforward when manipulating
concrete objects instead of abstract class definitions [Ma195, Smi95]. In fact, environments
such as Self allow one to build small, exploratory applications relatively fast and easily. The
user-friendly interface, in which objects and their relationships are represented visually,
promotes intuitive understanding for the programmer and a fast start for the novice.
However, the benefits of simplicity, uniformity and directness of dynamic object environments
are valid only as long as applications are small.
First, because of the inferior abstraction mechanisms, prototype-based applications are less
scaleable than class-based ones. With increasing number of objects, applications become
difficult to look through since all structure is dynamic. In order to understand the role of a
particular object in a program, it is necessary to examine all its slots and follow all reference
pointers to other objects.
Second, prototype-based systems inherently offer little support for structuring collections of
objects with common characteristics. When many objects share slots on a permanent basis, it
becomes desirable to represent the shared parts separately and in a centralized way, so that
space can be saved and updates will be shared automatically.
Delegation has been introduced in prototype-based systems as an alternative to class-based
inheritance (the primary sharing mechanism in class-based systems). Delegation establishes a
parent-child hierarchy among objects. The child can delegate messages that refer to some
unknown slot to its parent. The parent, if owner of the missing slot, will handle the message on
behalf of the child; otherwise, it will pass the message further up in the hierarchy.
Besides delegation, new kinds of objects are introduced that represent repositories for shared
information. Traits are externalized groups of methods that can be shared among several
objects. Maps are elements that contain the structural information of an object. As discussed in
[Mal95], the externalization of shared object parts leads to a break-down of the concreteness
principle in prototype-based environments by introducing abstract objects that do not behave
like other objects. Also, with increased sharing of information, interdependencies in a dynamic
system become complex, and the basic advantage of concreteness being simpler to understand
than abstractness vanishes.
An even bigger disadvantage of dynamic object environments is that they represent closed
worlds in the sense that they offer little or no interoperability with other applications. Objects
rely heavily on environment-specific features, and, in general, they cannot be reused in a
different context. Nor is it possible to integrate objects created by some other development
tool. Hence, even if the programming language is simple enough, the learning effort often
doesn't pay off because very soon the limit of what can be done is reached, and users have to
switch to another tool. And, because of the lack of interoperability between these
environments, much work has to be redone. Next, we describe an approach that solves this
problem by making applications interoperable.
1.3.2 Component Software
Component software is an object-based software model aimed at efficient and incremental
software development. The main idea is to break monolithic applications into reusable, binary
components that can be developed, distributed and upgraded independently. In essence, this
comes down to providing standard mechanisms for interoperability between applications and
components. If components can interoperate, they can be combined to build larger applications
in a flexible and incremental way.
A component is a binary (i.e., compiled) module with standardized interface. That is, the
component interface is specified separately in an Interface Description Language (IDL), and its
binary representation conforms to the underlying component software standard. Component
interoperation is managed by a component engine that uses the interface specification and the
binary layout of interfaces to resolve method calls at runtime.
There are two major competing standards for component software, Microsoft's COM/OLE
[Box95, Bro94, Bro95] and IBM/Apple's SOM/OpenDoc [App95, CIL94a, CIL94b, IBM94,
Pie94]. While OpenDoc's design seems to be more consistent, OLE technology is more
advanced in terms of available components. OLE Controls [Mic95, Muk96] arguably
constitute the most advanced components of today. Typically, OLE Controls represent user
interface objects such as buttons or list boxes. They expose properties that can be set and
methods that can be called from within the containing application. In addition, they generate
notification messages on certain predefined events (e.g., mouse click).
The main goal of existing component software standards is to speed up the development of
application software by enabling developers to reuse ready-to-run, pre-tested components.
Ideally, 70% to 90% of the functionality of a new application would be provided in generic
fashion by pre-built modules. Only a small amount of additional code (10% to 30%) would be
required for fine-tuning and custom-tailoring [CIL94a].
With respect to reusability, component software has two key advantages over traditional
object-oriented programming: First, components interoperate at runtime, and can therefore be
integrated in applications in a flexible and dynamic way. Second, interface descriptions are
separated from the actual implementation of a component, which makes it possible to develop
and update components independently. To implement code that refers to a component, only
the interface specification of that component is needed.
Professional developers benefit from component software in many ways. They can create new
components or derive them from existing ones; they can distribute them independently and
integrate third-party components with their applications. The structure and granularity of
components makes them particularly efficient as building blocks of large-scale integrated
business solutions with standard functionality and user interfaces customized to the specific
configuration of a company.
However, from the end-users point of view, existing component software approaches fail to
exploit their potential of reusability. In fact, existing approaches are based on the assumption
that the development of components and their integration in applications is done by
professionals, and end-users will just use these applications in a well-defined, anticipated way.
Accordingly, very little has been done to enable end-users to build components or applications
based on component software.
First, developing a component is a notoriously complex task and usually requires several
months, perhaps years, of background training, even for professional programmers [Bro95,
Muk96].
Second, components provide little support for dynamic modification. They typically have a
specific functionality that cannot be modified or extended. Also, their interfaces are determined
at compile time and immutable.1
Finally, in order to build applications that use components, one has to use a conventional
programming tool. Even the more user-friendly tools that support component integration, e.g.,
Visual Basic, require at least several weeks of learning and are therefore too complex for the
average end-user. Furthermore, users depend entirely on developers for component
functionality. For one, in the growing market of components it becomes hard to find out
what's available. On the other hand, because available components will usually not fit exactly
the requirements of a specific application, a lot of messy programming is often required to
make their behavior appear slightly different. Finally, new versions of the development
platform may not support older components, because the component standards are constantly
evolving.
To let end-users exploit the advantages of component software, we propose a flexible
component software model. Our approach extends conventional component software two
ways: First, it extends the component architecture in order to support dynamic modification
and extension of individual components. Second, it extends the functionality of the component
engine in order to support dynamic coordination and combination of components.
] [Har93] and [Oss95] describe a class-based approach, called subject-oriented programming, to augment the
flexibility of components in order to increase their reusability.
2. Flexible Components
In this chapter we present the concept of flexible components and outline the design of a
simple flexible component software model.
2.1 Overview
Flexible components are intended to combine the best attributes of component software and
dynamic object environments. The goal is to build components that are
1. Autonomous. By this we mean that they can be used in a variety of environments, i.e.,
they depend only upon a limited set of global services that are independent of the
application making use of the component.
2. Flexible. By this we mean that components can be modified in a variety of ways at runtime
by both users and other components. Methods can be added, deleted, or modified.
Furthermore the structure of the state can be changed.
The next two subsections outline our approach to achieving these goals.
2.1.1 Autonomy
We achieve autonomy in a similar way as existing component software approaches:
Components are executable objects that communicate with each other at runtime, managed by
a component engine.
In order to be able to interoperate, the binary format of components is standardized. For
instance, the interface of a component has to be represented in a specific format so that it can
be accessed in a uniform way by the component engine and other components. Flexible
components can be based on any of the existing binary standards for component software.
Component interoperation is managed by a component engine that runs as a separate process.
In COM, the component engine loads components and establishes connections between them.
For flexible components, the component engine provides additional services for coordinating
components dynamically. Later in this chapter, we will describe the functionality of the flexible
component engine.
2.1.2 Flexibility
We achieve flexibility by providing each component with a programming interface.
The programming interface offers the possibility to modify the functionality and the interface of
a component in addition to executing its functions. This generalization of the component
interface has two important consequences. First, each component can be programmed in a
custom-tailored, component-specific way. Second, programming an object by simply sending it
messages can be done by other components as well as by the user. This opens a new dimension
to object interoperability: Objects can modify the behavior of other objects.
As an example, suppose we have a database component that offers an SQL interface. When
sending an SQL select statement to this component, it returns the corresponding data records.
Through its programming interface, we can also send the component a message that replaces
the SQL interface by a dbase interface. The modified component will understand dbase
commands instead of SQL statements.
The programming interface might offer simple scripting or point-and-click mechanisms to add
or remove methods and state variables. Adding state variables creates storage to store useful
information in a component. Adding methods extends the functionality of a component.
As an example, imagine a simple edit box component that contains text to be edited. By adding
a method save we can extend the component's functionality to save text to a file. The method
save might open a dialog that prompts the user to type in a filename. By adding a state variable
filename to the component, we can automate the save operation to use the stored value instead
of typing in a filename each time save is invoked.
For modifying or implementing methods, the programming interface might provide a simple
command interface to link method names to available functions. Or, it might offer a full
programming language in which methods can be implemented.
As an example, consider a new method find that one might add to the edit box component.
Suppose, afind function is available that takes a window handle,2 opens a dialog to type in the
expression to search for, searches the text in the window and moves the cursor to the
corresponding place. A simple programming interface could let us add a new method and link
it to the existing find function by specifying the corresponding parameters. Alternatively, the
component might offer a C programming interface, in which case we could implement the
method in C.
Finally, the programming interface might offer multiple languages, adaptable to a variety of
preferences. For instance, a component could offer Basic as an easy-to-use language and C for
performance-critical methods. Method sources could be translated automatically to the
language of choice (as far as possible).
Flexible components are more flexible than conventional OLE or OpenDoc components since
they support dynamic modification of structure and functionality. They are also more flexible
than objects in dynamic programming environments in the sense that the programming
interface of each component can be designed according to its specific purpose and
functionality.
2.1.3 Application Fields
Flexible components can be assembled quickly to build small, highly dynamic experimental
applications. Some application fields that would especially benefit of this flexibility are
education, research and experimental computing, interactive books, combinatorial and thinking
games, and configuration tools for home systems.
For instance, games could be made more exciting and variable by making it possible to add and
modify rules, or combine different games. Generic components for game boards, pieces,
letters, words or numbers, arithmetic operators and timers, with special interfaces to easily
define rules could provide a base for creating modifiable games.
2 In a window-based graphical user interface environment, window handles are reference pointers to windows.
2.2 Design Principles for Flexible Components
A component software system should be universal enough to satisfy the needs of many users
and enable the production of widely reusable components. It should also be user-friendly
enough to support component development by end-users, including non-programmers.
2.2.1 Universality
The component software environment should accommodate a diversity of applications. In
particular, it should support
* Universal Functionality. Components of variable degrees of flexibility should fit into the
standard. It should be possible to develop robust, specialized components as well as
flexible, generic components with reasonable performance.
* Universal Development. Professional as well as non-programmers should be able to
develop components. It should be possible to develop components incrementally, using a
variety of programming languages and methods. In particular, it should be possible to
extend and combine components in-place, i.e., without having to enter a separated
development environment.
* Universal Connectivity. Components should be mobile. They should be able to
interoperate across address spaces and, possibly, platform boundaries, e.g., over the World
Wide Web.
For maintaining universality in the future, the component software standard should be
extensible. In addition, the component architecture should allow dynamic tuning of structural
and performance parameters. For instance, when a component grows in complexity, the user
should be able to consolidate its structure in order to gain performance at the cost of flexibility.
2.2.2 User Friendliness
The system should be simple to learn and easy to use, and it should encourage spontaneous,
carefree experimenting with objects. The following aspects are important:
* Documentation. Each component should provide precise and concise documentation of its
behavior and interface. When modifying a component, its documentation should be
invalidated or, if possible, updated automatically. For instance, when deleting data or
method members, the corresponding documentation could be deleted. Or, when adding a
new method, documentation that includes the number and types of its parameters could be
added automatically.
Fast Start. A newcomer without programming experience should be to build a simple
component within, say, 20 minutes from seeing the system for the first time. Few basic
principles should be needed to manipulate objects, or start an application. Ideally, users
should be able to find out the basic techniques by trial-and-error, without a tutorial or help
system.
* Smooth and Scaleable Progress. Learning should proceed smoothly, i.e., in small steps
that lead to visible progress. One effective way to learn is by picking an example
component and modifying it little by little. The system should provide a pool of sample
components of different complexity.
The more experienced a user becomes, the more possibilities the system should offer to
him. In other words, the learning effort/reward cycle should remain as constant as possible.
* Spontaneous Action. In order to motivate users to experiment, the system should be
liberal, robust, and responsive. It should impose a minimum of rules and restrictions. It
should provide backup strategies to let users resume at a safe state in case of errors.
Finally, the system should provide informative feedback on demand or in critical situations,
without interrupting the flow of action more than necessary.
2.3 A Flexible Component Software Model
We distinguish two main agents in the flexible component software model: The flexible
component engine that manages component interoperation and the individual components. The
model specifies the
* Architecture of flexible components
* Functionality of the flexible component engine (FCE)
* Mechanics of component interoperation
The component architecture should ensure that components can be developed, reused, and
upgraded independently and that they can be composed, and possibly decomposed, to form
applications efficiently. The underlying component engine (FCE) should support efficient
manipulation, coordination and interoperation of components.
We base our flexible component software model on an established component software
standard (COM/OLE or SOM/OpenDoc) in order to increase its practical impact and take
advantage of existing functionality. Some ramifications of this are discussed in section 2.3.3.
2.3.1 Component Architecture
A flexible component is a binary object. Its functionality is encapsulated in methods and data
members. Its interface permits both controlling the component's behavior by executing
methods and modifying its functionality by adding, deleting, or modifying methods or data
members. In the following, we describe the parts of a component:
* Identity. Each object receives a system-wide unique, immutable identity at creation time.
This identity is known only to the FCE which can pass it to other components when
necessary. When an object is moved to another address space, it is destroyed and a clone
with a new identity is created at the destination site in order to preserve the uniqueness of
the identity.
* Name. Each object has a name that is mutable, i.e., it can be changed by users or other
components, and need not be unique.
* Visual Representation. Each component has a (mutable) visual representation. The visual
representation displays the status of a component that can be inactive or active. In inactive
status, a component might be represented by an icon. In this state, the interface is usually
restricted, for instance, a component might not be able to react to certain messages. When
activated, the component displays its characteristic visual features, e.g., user interface
elements such as windows and gadgets. Not all components need to have visual
characteristics. Still, invisible components should be recognizable by some alternative
means, e.g., a symbol that can be hidden or displayed. In some cases, the combination of
components might result in a unification of their visual representations (e.g., when merging
components).
Data and Methods. A component's data and methods represent its functionality. Some of
them might be modifiable or removable, others not, depending on the implementation of a
specific component. Note that in contrast to the traditional, class-based object model (as
well as the conventional component software model), methods now may form part of the
state of a component. Moreover, even (part of) the structure of methods and data members
belongs to the state, since it can be modified dynamically.
* Interface. From a functional point of view, we distinguish a command interface to access a
component's functionality and a programming interface to modify it. The command
interface consists of the object's methods and data at a certain time. It is used to execute
methods and set or retrieve data values.
The programming interface determines the flexibility of a component which may vary
among components. For instance, some components may allow users to modify the code of
certain methods, others not. The programming mechanisms offered by different interfaces
will also vary. For instance, some components may offer a simple point-and-click interface,
others a scripting language, or even a full-featured programming language that offers the
option to compile methods. In general, each component will expose a programming
interface that suits its intended purpose.
From a structural point of view, we distinguish a static and a dynamic part of the
component's interface. The static part is the part of the interface that is determined at
compile time, i.e., by the initial programmer of a components, and cannot be modified. The
static interface contains the functionality that all components have in common. For
instance, the basic functionality used for component interoperation is static. This
functionality should be static since the component engine as well as other components rely
on it. Some component-specific features might also be determined statically if the initial
programmer of a component decides that this features should remain unchanged.
The dynamic part corresponds to the component-specific functionality that might be
modified or extended by the users of a component. It can be viewed as an interpreter that
interprets incoming messages. Some messages will result in the execution of a method,
others will effect changes of the component's structure or functionality. Changing the
functionality of the component will often change its interface, for instance, if new methods
are added or existing methods are deleted.
* Documentation. A component provides a documentation interface for both the user and
other components. The documentation can be modified and should consistently reflect a
component's capacities and its interface.
2.3.2 Functionality of the Flexible Component Engine
The flexible component engine (FCE) consists of system components that provide global
services to manage component interaction.
In existing component software standards, the component engine knows nothing about the
semantics of component interoperation. Relational functionality, such as hierarchy or sharing
relations, is implemented by individual components and their interfaces. This makes component
software more portable and extensible, since new relations can be introduced by simply
defining new interfaces. However, components tend to become complex, and, as the number of
interoperating components grows, the performance goes down because there are no
mechanisms for consolidating groups of cooperating components. Performance problems are
even more critical for flexible components, since a message exchange will require at least one
more level of indirection. It becomes desirable to extend the functionality of the component
engine to support more efficient management of component groups.
Beyond the basic services that can be found in existing component software standards, the
FCE provides extended functionality for manipulating, coordinating, and combining
components dynamically. In particular, it offers functionality for
* Creation and Destruction of Components. New components are created by cloning, i.e.,
duplicating, existing ones. The FCE provides the necessary mechanisms to initiate a cloning
operation, and create a new object with a new identity. Similarly, it provides functionality
for deleting components. Before deleting a component, it can be saved to a persistent form.
Then, the runtime object is unloaded and cleanup operations have to be performed to
maintain the consistency of components affected by the deletion. For instance, if a
component is deleted that is vital for the proper functioning of other components, the FCE
might need to shut down these other components too.
* Message Passing and Addressing. Components interact by exchanging messages. This
message exchange may occur within the same process, or between separate process spaces
or even between different machines. The FCE is responsible for translating addresses
transparently across process and network boundaries.
Addressing flexible components is done in a different way than in existing component
software standards. Since most of the behavior and interaction of flexible components is
programmed at runtime, they require a more dynamic and user-friendly addressing scheme.
In particular, users have to be able to refer to other components, or to component groups,
in an intuitive way. Accordingly, flexible components are addressed by their name, not by
their identity. Furthermore, in order to be able to address groups of components efficiently,
we use a multi-cast addressing scheme. An address consists of a list of names, a scope
identifier, and a list of descriptors. The scope depends on the component's place within the
global hierarchy relation (see below). A descriptor expresses conditions that narrow down
the list of addressed components. For instance, you can address all components with a
certain name within a certain scope that have an attribute color with value blue. This
extended dynamic multi-cast addressing scheme is described in the next chapter.
The FCE provides the necessary functionality for the naming scheme. It has to establish
connections between components and translate addresses into component identities. It
depends on the implementation whether this translation is done for each message or the
FCE establishes a connection between components so that they can exchange consecutive
messages directly (as long as no changes are made that affect the respective addresses).
Note that an address might correspond to different components at different times,
depending on their actual name and scope. The naming consistency, i.e., the correct
mapping from names or addresses to identities, must be ensured by the implementation of
the message passing algorithm.
* Establishing Relations between Components. Several relations can be established
between components. A parent-child relation establishes a component hierarchy. The place
within this hierarchy determines the context or scope of an object. When forming a parent-
child relation, the state or behavior of the involved components might be influenced by
scope-dependent characteristics. For instance, the parent component could determine that
all its child components share their color attribute. A new child that has such an attribute
will then automatically adapt its color to the color of its siblings. We call this adaptation of
characteristics adaptive inheritance.
Sharing is another relation. Flexible components can share any part of their state. Since
modifiable methods form part of the state of a flexible component, components may share
behavior. While the parent-child relation is based on a component's identity, i.e., it is
invariant to a change of name, the sharing relation might be based either on the identity of a
component, or on its name, scope or other mutable characteristics. For instance, one might
specify that all components named "number" share a method add. Alternatively, one might
want to create several components that will permanently share some method, regardless of
their name or other attributes.
Finally, we briefly mention a grouping relation that groups components to indexed arrays.
Grouping components is useful for processing them as arrays or lists. The next chapter
describes one possibility to define these three relations.
The FCE provides the functionality for establishing and removing relations. Furthermore,
the FCE might also manage and maintain some relations or aspects of them. The advantages
of managing relations globally are that it simplifies individual components and ensures a
global semantics of relations. The disadvantage is that central management creates a
bottleneck at the FCE and is less flexible in terms of innovations.
* Component Composition. The FCE provides operations to compose components.
Component composition merges several components into a single one that unifies some of
their characteristics. This unification consolidates the structure and functionality of a group
of closely related components. It simplifies clusters of cooperating components and
enhances their performance by eliminating the need for intercommunication and maintaining
relations. Component composition operations can be defined in a similar way as in [Oss95].
2.3.3 Component Interoperation
The mechanics of flexible component interoperation are based on an existing interoperability
standard. This has some consequences for the implementation of flexible components. For
instance, existing standards assume statically defined component interfaces. Consequently, the
interface of a flexible component has to be implemented as static interface that conforms to the
underlying interoperability standard. The dynamic features of a component have to be
implemented on a higher level, and they can only be accessed through its static interface.
Flexible components have a standardized binary format and a separate interface specification.
Both the binary format and the specification language are defined by the underlying component
software standard, e.g., COM. The interface specification describes the static part of the
interface, i.e., the part that is determined at compile time. It is used by the component engine
to identify the component's communication entry points. The dynamic interface of a flexible
component, i.e., its flexible data and method members, is accessed through a special static
method that checks for the corresponding member and passes the message to it. For more
information on how components interoperate in COM or OpenDoc, see [Bro95] and [App95].
3. The Alego Environment
Alego is a prototype-based dynamic object environment. It is designed for building small,
simple, very flexible, exploratory applications such as simple board games or mathematical
models (e.g., state machines). It can also be used for ordering thoughts and ideas, or creating
interactive text books.
Our main intention was to set up an experimental environment fast and easily in order to be
able to explore the potential and study the limitations of flexible components, which are
simulated by Alego objects. By implementing Alego as object environment, we have avoided
the complexity of implementing, e.g., OLE components, and we have preserved the
independence from any component software standard.
3.1 User Interface
Alego's user interface provides only a small set of features, mainly controllable by the mouse.
It also offers an extensible tutoring facility that assists user activities with comments and
suggestions. All other functionality is associated with individual objects. Each Alego object
exposes its data, methods, documentation, programming language, and command interface
within its information window.
Alego is a single mode environment that does not distinguish between development and use of
an application. The user can modify any aspect of an object. Objects are dynamic entities that
behave as programmed, and immediately readjust their behavior on changes.
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Figure 2. The Alego User Interface. When starting Alego, several windows appear: The
Toolbox contains available objects to load; the Status window offers a series of commands
and options; the Trash serves to delete objects; the Command window provides a general
interface to create and program objects.
The user interface consists of several windows, some of them organized as books. A book is a
window with multiple tabbed pages. These windows are:
* The Toolbox is a repository of all available prototypes. Each prototype is represented as a
small image. Users can instantiate objects by double-clicking them or dragging them onto a
page. Users can also drag any object to the toolbox in order to produce a reproducible
prototype of it.
In Figure 2, the toolbox contains several basic objects such as the basic window object,
picture and text page objects, page-tabs objects to organize several pages on a window, a
timer object, and several simple general purpose block objects. These prototypes or tools
form the basic building blocks of an application.
* The Trash has the expected functionality of deleting objects that are dropped into it.
* The Status window consists of a menu with general functionality such as save, load, exit. It
has some switches for enabling or disabling the tutor, or showing name tags with the
objects.
I ik- Toolbox msm
* The Programming window, which is also organized as a book, serves as a global command
and programming interface. It has several facilities that assist users in programming
objects. For instance, the user can fetch example programs or store additional samples.
Furthermore, there is a facility that suggests possible continuations while the user is typing
a command.
* As users instantiate objects, an Information window that exposes the object's interface
pops up corresponding to the active object. One object in the system is always the active
one. The active object determines the default scope and default address.
3.2 Brief Example: The 15-Puzzle
In order to provide an overall feel of Alego, we present a small example before going into
details. The 15-puzzle consists of a 4 x 4 board with 15 numbered tiles and an empty place to
which one of the adjacent tiles can be moved. The goal of the game is to bring the tiles in the
correct order from 1 to 15.
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board(163 color = black
on mouse board do
act - its index
board(act row, act col-1..act col+l) [color = black]: its caption color
board(act row-1..act row+l, act col) [color = black]: its caption color
on mouse do
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Figure 3. The 15-Puzzle. The command window shows all commands and programs
needed apart from the visual construction of the board.
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Figure 3 shows an example implementation of the 15 Puzzle in Alego. To create the 15-Puzzle
object (upper right corner in the picture), we instantiate a new Picture Page object from the
toolbox. We also instantiate a group of objects that form the board, using the built-in group
instantiation feature. We call the new group object, a two-dimensional array of simple squares,
board.
The command window of the 15-Puzzle object contains all code needed to initialize and play
the game. The first line is a multi-cast command which sets the caption of each tile on the
board to its index. The second line sets the color of tile 16 to black, which makes this tile
appear like an empty space on the board.
The next four lines constitute a program that implements the rule of the game, namely, moving
a tile to the adjacent empty space. More specifically, it states that when the user clicks on some
tile, we swap its color and caption with the (adjacent) empty space. Swapping color and
caption has the same apparent effect as moving the tile to the empty place.
This simple program illustrates the expressiveness of our addressing scheme. The test for
adjacency has been buried in the two-dimensional addressing expression
board(act row, act col-1..act col+1) [color = black]
that simultaneously addresses the tiles in between the left and the right neighbor of the one that
has been clicked. The attached test expression in square brackets checks for each of these tiles
whether its color is black (i.e., it is the empty space). The tiles that do not satisfy this condition
are discarded. If one of these tiles is indeed the empty space, it swaps (":" is the swap
operator) its color and caption with the selected tile (which is addressed using the shortcut
"its"); otherwise, nothing happens. Furthermore, the addressing engine automatically discards
references to rows or columns outside the board boundaries so that the same expression works
for border tiles.
Finally, we define a program for mixing up the board before starting the game (last line in
command window). When clicking anywhere in the 15-Puzzle page (i.e., within the area that
surrounds the board), it performs six random inversions (an even number of inversions will
always yield a solvable instance of the puzzle). Note that the capacity to create properties that
can hold data eliminates the need for variables in our language. For instance, the property i has
been added to the 15-puzzle object in order to store a counter variable for the do-while loop.
All commands and programs are addressed to the 15-Puzzle object, since they have been typed
in its command window. While commands (the first two lines) are executed immediately,
programs will be stored as new methods of the 15-Puzzle object. After that, whenever the
object receives a message "mouse" (mouse-click event) or "mouse board" (mouse-click event
directed to a subobject named board), the corresponding program will be executed.
3.3 Object Model
Alego objects have a state and an interface through which the state can be accessed and
modified. The state of an object describes its mutable characteristics. The state of an Alego
object includes the following:
* Properties are data members whose values can be viewed and modified. Properties can
have different access permissions, such as "read-only" (the value cannot be modified), or
"non-removable" (this property can't be deleted).
* Methods are compiled operations that cannot be modified. There are several types of
methods: Some methods are functions with no side-effects and can be added to any object.
Others depend on specific properties or internal characteristics of an object and cannot be
transferred to other objects. Some methods can be removed, others not. Finally, some
methods can be delegated: An object can execute a method on behalf of another object.
This mechanism will be explained later in the context of the hierarchy relation.
* Programs are modifiable operations, i.e., "methods" for which the source code is available
and can be modified. In Alego, all objects use the same programming language for their
programs, a simple scripting language called Lago. Programs are typically used to
determine an object's reaction to certain events (e.g., a mouse-click event).
* Documentation gives the user information about an object and its features and can be
edited by the user.
* The graphical representation displays the characteristic features of an object. All Alego
objects represent user-interface elements and have a graphical representation, e.g., a
window or a command button. The appearance of an object can be modified through some
of its properties (e.g., a color property).
* The Toolbox image of an object is a small bitmap that symbolizes an object within the
toolbox.
The distinction between methods and programs represents a simplification of the flexible
component architecture. A flexible component can have methods that expose their code and
others that can be invoked but not modified. Or, there could be methods that cannot be
modified arbitrarily but can be composed out of various pieces of code that can be rearranged
in different ways. Or, the same method could be modifiable by some clients and have a fixed
behavior for others. In Alego, we have chosen to look at the two poles of fixed and arbitrarily
programmable methods.
The interface of an Alego object defines the set of all messages it understands. Strictly
speaking, this interface forms part of the state, since it is modifiable. For instance, adding a
method extends the set of meaningful messages for an object. This set of messages can be
divided into:
* Lago expressions. Lago is the scripting language in which Alego objects are controlled and
programmed. A Lago expression may contain references to an object's properties,
methods, or programs. It may also contain references to other objects, using the extended
addressing scheme of Alego (described later). Such a message may affect the state of an
object in many ways, for instance, by modifying a property value, or by adding a new
program that determines the future behavior of the object. Users can pass expressions to an
object through the command interface of its information window, or the global command
interface of the Alego system. Other objects can pass them through the message passing
system of the Alego runtime engine (referred to as the default message passing system).
* Events. Event messages are constants that represent a user action, such as pressing a key
or a mouse button, or an action of an object, such as generating a timeout. User action
events are typically passed to the object through its graphical representation. They can also
be simulated by sending the corresponding constant instead. Other events are passed to an
object by the default message passing system.
* Point-and-click Messages. These are user actions that access the object through its
information window. While events typically serve to control the object, point-and-click
messages are used to program it (i.e., to modify its structure or behavior). For instance, the
property page of the information window offers point-and-click mechanisms to add a new
property to an object. Note that while Lago expressions and events might be generated by
other objects, point-and-click messages can only be generated by the user.
According to the types of messages and the different ways in which messages can access an
object, we identify two parts of an object interface:
* Visual interface. The visual interface consists of the graphical representation of an object
and its information window.
i Textual interface. This interface consists of the programming language Lago, as well as an
object's methods, properties and programs.
The textual interface of an object can be viewed as an interpreter that interprets incoming
messages. If an expression cannot be parsed by the interpreter, the rest of the message is
simply discarded. Changes that have been made already based on the part of a message that has
been parsed are not undone. Wrongly typed expressions (e.g., assigning a value of the wrong
type to a property) are also discarded. However, because of the polymorphism in Lago and the
liberal type conversion, it seldom occurs that an expression does not type check.
3.3.1 Addressing Alego Objects
Designing a compact yet precise naming scheme for objects is one of the most challenging
tasks in a dynamic object environment. Most systems provide a hierarchical naming
convention, where the parent's name is a prefix of the child's name. Sometimes the user can
use relative addressing as a shortcut. We propose an extended dynamic multi-cast addressing
scheme that supports the simultaneous addressing of groups of objects, and the selective
addressing of objects depending on their dynamic characteristics.
An address consists of an optional scope identifier, a list of names, and a list of test conditions.
This address is resolved into a set of zero or more matching identities. The corresponding
command is then executed for each object in that set. For instance, "all square circle color =
green" states that all existing object instances in the system named "square" or "circle" should
be colored in green. Note that the same address may correspond to different objects at
different times. Furthermore, Alego supports a one and two dimensional array addressing.
A scope specifies a subgraph of the hierarchy tree. For instance, "page text share color"' states
that all objects named "text" that are direct or indirect subobjects of the active page (i.e., the
currently visible page of the active window) should share their color property. The default
scope corresponds to direct child objects of an object.
The name of an Alego object is a non-removable property. When an object is created by
cloning a prototype, its name will be the same as the name of the prototype. The name can be
changed by the user at any time. In case of a name change, all references to the former name in
existing programs will not affect an object anymore. Note that the name of an object is totally
unrelated to its identity, which is system-wide unique and immutable.
In addition to name and scope, the user can specify test conditions that narrow further down
the set of addressed objects. For instance, "button [color = red and left > 100]" refers to all red
objects with name "button" whose x-position is > 100 relative to the local coordinate system.
Test conditions simplify programming by eliminating control structures, e.g., nested loops and
conditionals.
Alego supports grouping of objects by overlaid indices. For addressing specific elements of
such an ordered array of objects, there are a variety of array specifiers that can be included in
an address after the name. For instance, "board (1,2)" designates the element in the first row,
second column of an array named "board" (supposedly arranged in a matrix shape). A more
sophisticated example is "board (1 3, 2..4)" which refers to the second, third, and fourth
element of rows one and three. Array boundaries are checked automatically. Only one and
two-dimensional arrays are supported.
3.3.2 Relations
Three different relations can be established between Alego objects: hierarchy, sharing, and
grouping. All these relations are dynamic, i.e., they can be removed and re-established between
any two objects at any time.
In Alego, the hierarchy or parent-child relation is used to combine objects to compound
objects. When a parent-child relation is established between a parent P and a child C, several
things happen:
1. As a consequence of the dynamic addressing scheme, P and C will from now on be affected
by any references to their name within the new scope. For instance, suppose the name of C
is "sheep," and P has a program that states: on mouse-click on any child named "sheep"
this child should beep. Then, C will behave accordingly from there on. Similarly, C could
have a program that refers to its parent. In that case, the parent's behavior would be
affected.
2. As a consequence of the different types of methods, some methods of C might now be
available for P via delegation. For instance, suppose, C has a method add that adds two
numbers and returns the result. Then, if P gets a message "add(3,4)" from some other
object, it can delegate it to the new child. For the sender of the message, it looks exactly as
if P would have computed the result. Note that in Alego, delegation works in the reverse
direction than in other systems, e.g., Self. In these systems, child objects delegate messages
to their parents.
3. When moving or deleting P, C will be moved or deleted automatically.
4. The visual representation of C will only be visible within the boundaries of P's visual
representation.
For as long as the parent-child relation is maintained, these consequences will hold. We refer to
the first two consequences as adaptive inheritance. Like other dynamic inheritance
mechanisms, adaptive inheritance is an ideal vehicle for automating object transformations. For
instance, an object can specify that all its child objects have a certain behavior. A new child will
automatically acquire this behavior.
Adaptive inheritance also benefits from the flexible sharing relation of Alego. In Alego, sharing
is done on a per slot basis. That is, two or more objects can share any subset of their
properties, methods, or programs. Each object has its own copy of the shared slot. A group of
objects that share a particular slot is specified by an address. Therefore, sharing is not
associated to object identities but to their names and other characteristics determined by this
address. There can be several disjoint groups of objects sharing a slot with the same name,
each group with its own value.
The advantages of this form of sharing are that, first, it does not introduce dependencies
between objects, and, second, it is more flexible than the traditional sharing by inheritance or
delegation. Since each object has its own copy of the shared information, objects can be
removed without affecting other objects' shared slots. Since any addressable group of objects
can share any combination of individual slots, many more configurations are possible than for
sharing by inheritance, in which the child inherits all methods and properties of the respective
parent. First, not all parent characteristics have to be inherited by a new child, and, second, an
object can "inherit" from any other object, not just its parent.
The disadvantages are that, first, it costs extra memory, and, second, the updating process can
slow down the system when there are many objects to update. In Alego, we update shared
information whenever possible on a per need basis in order to minimize the effects of
accumulated updates.
Finally, Alego has a grouping relation to form ordered groups (or arrays) of objects. Grouping
is used for processing objects as arrays or lists. Any addressable set of objects that have the
same parent can form a group. A group has its own name, and can be addressed in the same
way as individual objects. When building a group, each member receives an index within this
group. Objects can form part of more than one group at the same time.
Alego offers many features to handle groups efficiently. First, most object operations such as
instantiating, moving, deleting, addressing objects can be performed for groups as well as
individual objects. Furthermore, there are operations for, e.g., extending, shrinking, or
combining groups, or for laying out the (visual representation of) group members in a specific
shape (e.g., a circle or matrix). Finally, the addressing scheme provides features for addressing
group members, including one- and two-dimensional array addressing and pointer addressing
for list processing.
The grouping feature, together with array addressing, has proved to be very useful when
building board games.
3.4 Language
In Alego, all objects are programmed in a simple scripting language, called Lago. Lago is an
interpreted language and can be used for executing commands directly or to define programs
that can be triggered by messages or events.
Our main goal in designing this language was to express object behavior in a simple, flexible,
fast and concise way. Besides a rich set of flexible, polymorphic operators, Lago has very few
constructs. It offers conventional if-then-elseif-else and a do-while control structures, and an
on-do statement for associating commands to events. Furthermore, Lago eliminates explicit
declarations, typing, and scoping problems for the programmer, since it does not have
variables. Instead of variables, object properties are used to store data.
3.4.1 Operators
Lago provides a rich set of operators. Besides the usual arithmetic, logical, and relational
operators, there are several combinatorial operators, and operators for special operations, e.g.,
swapping or shifting properties over lists of objects, or recursively evaluating expressions.
The introductory example of the 15-Puzzle demonstrates the extreme conciseness provided by
our extended addressing scheme in combination with a powerful operator such as swap
(denoted ":"). The simple program for moving the tile would require quite a complicated piece
of code in a conventional language such as Pascal, C or Basic. This conciseness due to heavy
use of operators characterizes many functional languages, such as APL [Bea95, McI95], FP
[Bir88], or ML [Pau91].
In the Pattern example we will encounter another interesting operator, the unary operator @,
which recursively evaluates an expression until it finds a fixed point, i.e., the expression
remains stable.
Operators have the advantage of the inherent elegance and expressiveness of mathematical
phrasing. Also, since we are used to associate a much more uniform syntax with mathematical
concepts (e.g., binary operators) than with natural language constructs, it can be expected that
certain syntax errors (e.g., wrong word ordering) will occur less frequently. Finally, the power
of operators can be further increased by composition. It might sometimes take a while to
understand how a complex composition operation works, but once this is understood, it offers
a concise way to express a precise transformation.
3.4.2 Polymorphism
The semantics of operators may vary depending on the types of the operands and the context.
Many operators can be applied to several types. An example of the varying semantics of the
plus operator in combination with assignment (+=) is given in Figure 4.
Expression Meaning
.... . . . ... . ..........................X*.......- -* - . .*-.....
A += 3 Add 3 more elements to the array A (by cloning the first array element)
A actual += 3 Increment the pointer named "actual" pointer (A is a group object) by 3
A += B Build the union (defined as for set operations) of the arrays A and B, and assign it to
A
O text += 3 If the value of the text property of object O evaluates to a number, add three to this
number and assign the result to O text. Otherwise, concatenate O text with "3".
O color += red Sets the bits corresponding to the red component in the color attribute of O. For
instance, if O's color is blue, after this operation it will be magenta.
Figure 4. Semantics of the += operator
In Alego, types are inferred automatically. Typing is very liberal in Lago: Mixed type
expressions are tolerated as long as there is a possible interpretation. This liberal, dynamic
typing system is not robust. Throughout the Alego environment, we have opted for liberalism
at the cost of safety. The reason is that the simple and exploratory programming Alego has
been intended for is not error critical. We felt that in this application field, much more damage
could be done by overly restrictive and complicated rules than by occasionally surprising
results. However, for the future, mechanisms to detect and report possible errors and to
increase the overall reliability, would be a welcome improvement.
3.4.3 Lago Programs
A Lago program is a sequence of (possibly nested) statements. Typically, a program consists
of a statement of the form: "on EVENT do COMMANDs, " where EVENT specifies a mouse
or keyboard event, a timeout of a timer object, or another, user-defined event that can be
triggered at any time, and COMMANDs consists of a few simple statements.
Lago is a very high-level language and therefore not suitable for time-critical or system
programming. The language is still under development and has not been tested with non-
programming users. It is expected, that Lago will be very easy to learn and use even by
inexperienced users. However, some work needs to be done to improve the ease of
understanding Lago programs written by other users, which sometimes look complex when
they contain many unusual operators (a similar problem is known from APL or C code).
3.5 Detailed Example: Pattern
In this section, we present a typical application for Alego. In the following, we demonstrate
step by step how a simple game named Pattern can be implemented, and later modified.
The main purpose of this demonstration is not to show that Alego supports object-oriented
programming but that it supports a straightforward style of developing, using and modifying
simple and dynamic applications. Therefore, we focus on simplicity rather than modularity.
Pattern is a simple paper and pencil game for two or more players [Gar70]. Each player has his
own n x n board. There are k different symbols that can be placed on a field. One player, the
designer, designs a pattern on his own board using the available symbols. He does not show his
board to the other players. The remaining players have to guess the pattern by inductive
inference.
In guessing the pattern, each player can either ask the designer for the content of a specific
field, or he can tentatively place a symbol into a field. Each player only sees his own board and
cannot draw information from the other players' queries. Players need not fill up all field in the
board. When the guessing process is finished, the players hand in their boards and their results
are evaluated: For each correct guess, the player gets one point. For an incorrect guess he gets
-1. For a query, he gets 0. The designer gets twice the difference between the best and the
worst player. This encourages the designer to choose the pattern intelligently: It should be
regular enough to be guessed reasonably well by at least one player. And it should be complex
enough to be missed by at least one player.
3.5.1 Implementing Pattern in Alego
In our implementation, the designer is represented by the computer, and there is only one
player (the user) that has to guess the pattern of the board.
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Figure 5. Implementation of the game "Pattern", first step. New Page with its information
window.
First, we instantiate a page object by double-clicking on the corresponding prototype in the
toolbox. When an object is created, its information window pops up automatically and displays
its property page.
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Name Pattern
Left 2856
Top 348
Height 4020
Width 5856
Color 8421631
Next, we invoke the group instantiation dialog box (not shown) for instantiating a two-
dimensional array of "basic game objects" that will represent fields of the board. This is done
by holding down a control key while dragging the desired object to the page. The dialog box
allows one to choose the size, name and layout of the array. We chose the name board for
obvious reasons. In the same way, we instantiate another array, palette, containing three
possible symbols and a button marked with '?' used to query a field.
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Figure 6. Implementation of the game "Pattern", second step. We have instantiated two
group objects, named board and palette. The information window displays the command
page of the pattern object, to which we direct several commands that clear the board, and
set the caption and symbol properties of palette.
The first two commands in the command window (Figure 6) illustrate multi-cast addressing.
First, the caption of all subobjects of pattern named board are set to nothing. Then, each
palette object's caption is set to its index within the array (the assignment operator "=" works
element-wise). We reset the caption of the query button (palette(4) ) to '?'. Finally, we store in
the symbol property of each palette object the symbol it represents.
Until now, we have only modified the appearance of objects. All commands we have entered
so far were direct commands sent to the pattern object, the parent of the two group objects
board and palette. Next, we would like to program the behavior of the game.
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The mechanism of guessing the pattern should be as follows: The user clicks on one of the
palette buttons to fetch a symbol. Then he clicks on one or more fields in the board to either
guess a symbol or, if the symbol he has fetched is '?', to query the specified field. The caption
of the corresponding field should be set to the guessed symbol or, on query, to its own symbol.
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on mouse palette do symbol - its symbol 
_
ýn mouse board do if symbolo'?' then its caption = symbol else its caption = its symbol
=> Program
Figure 7. Implementation of the game "Pattern", third step. We have added the two main
programs that specify the game mechanism. Clicking on a palette button lets the user fetch
a symbol. Clicking on a board field results in a guess or a query depending on symbol that
has been fetched.
The two one-liners (see Figure 7) that determine the described behavior are typical Lago
programs. Both programs are pretty self-explaining once the addressing mechanism is
understood. For instance, the first program "on mouse palette do symbol = its symbol"
determines that when the user clicks the mouse (left button is the default) on any palette
object, its symbol is copied to the property symbol of the pattern object (the program owner).
Recall that the addressing keyword "its" refers to the object that has got the event.
In the next program (second line), we assume that the original pattern is stored in the symbol
property of each board object. For now, we haven't set this property. We will now add the
necessary functionality for defining a pattern and calculating the score at the end of a game.
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In our computer version of pattern, only the player that guesses the pattern is evaluated at the
end of a game. For each correct guess he will get 1 point, for an incorrect guess, -1, and for a
query, 0 points.
In order to compute the score, we have added to the board objects a property score that holds
the individual score for each field. We slightly extend the guessing program: To each field that
has been guessed we give a score of 1, while queried fields get 0. The most recent action on a
particular field overrides previous actions, yielding a correct score value at any time (however,
this does not prevent the player from cheating by first querying a field and then "guessing" the
correct symbol) .
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on mouse board do
if symbol < '?' then its caption - symbol; its score - 1
else its caption = its symbol; its score = 0
on mouse Score do
its caption - board[caption-symbol and score-1] count- board[captiono<symbol] count
on mouse Start do board caption-; Score caption -'Score'
on mouse View do board caption = board symbol
. .- J-. -- . . -I I 1 _ 1
on mouse Set do board symbol = board caption|
o=> Program
Figure 8. Implementation of the game "Pattern", step four. For computing the score of a
game, we have slightly modified the guessing program. We have also added four short
programs that determine the behavior of the four control buttons Score, Start, View, and
Set.
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The program that computes the score (second program in the command window of Figure 8) is
executed when users press the button named score. Here, we have an example of the
usefulness of test conditions to filter out the addresses we are interested in. The simple
expression
board [caption = symbol and score = 1] count - board [caption <> symbol] count
effectively subtracts the number of board objects with wrongly guessed symbol (i.e., caption
<> symbol) from the number of correct guesses (i.e., elements with correct caption that have
been guessed, not queried). The resulting number is displayed on the score button. The three
programs for the start, view, and set buttons clear the board, display the pattern, and store a
(new) pattern, respectively.
This completes the implementation of pattern in a single-player version on computer. Six small
programs, one for each button, one for the board, and one for the symbol palette are all we
need, in addition to setting some properties and visually composing the user interface. The
application can be tested at every stage of its construction since running and developing is
done in the same mode. Furthermore, the entire game or any of its parts can be saved as
prototypes for later reuse. In the next section, we describe some modifications in order to
demonstrate the advantages of a flexible object environment.
3.5.2 Variants of Pattern
The user might think of numerous variants of the game. For instance, one might modify the
board size or the way scores are computed, or one might want to add a timer that constraints
the total time of a game. Such a timer could then be used to reveal random fields successively
so that players have to guess fast in order to prevent loosing too many points by fields that are
revealed. All those modifications could be incorporated in Pattern very easily.
Our first modification changes the symbol palette available to the user. Instead of having just
three symbols, we want to take all integers. Since all integers obviously don't fit into the page,
we slightly modify the rule for guessing: A symbol 0..9 is concatenated to the actual board
caption. A new "blank" symbol erases a field. The question mark is used for guessing, as
before.
Modifying the size and layout of an array is easily done by using the group dialog box. The
first command, palette =, invokes the dialog box for palette.
We then adjust the symbol and caption properties of palette to the new layout. Lines two to
six in the command window on Figure 9 show the corresponding commands.
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palette=
palette caption = palette index
palette (10) caption - 0
palette (11 ) caption -
palette (12) caption '?'
palette symbol - palette caption
on mouse board do
if symbol - ' ' then its caption -''; its score - 1
elseif symbol - '?' then its caption - its symbol: its score - 0
else its caption A- symbol; its score - 1
A _2
S=> Program
Figure 9. Modifying Pattern. The symbol palette has been extended.
Next, we modify the program for guessing according to the new rule. We add an if clause for
the blank symbol, which clears the board field and sets the score property to 1 as for a guess.
We modify the clause for symbols 0 to 9 so to concatenate the new symbol to the caption
(using the operator &=) instead of just assigning it.
That's it. The programming effort for this modification has been minimal. However, finding the
right place to change the behavior - in this case, the guessing program - might be a challenge
for a different user from the one that has programmed the application. For the moment, Alego
does not offer assistance in analyzing an application. Providing such orientation facilities is
probably one of the most important tasks for the future development of Alego.
As a further extension that makes the game more interesting we propose to add a mechanism
through which the user can guess the pattern in terms of a general mathematical formula that
applies to the board elements, for instance, as a function of their index.
For that, we drag an editing object textbox to the page. As the user enters an expression and
clicks on textbox, the board should be filled out according to that expression. For instance, the
expression "board index" would just assign each field its own index as caption.
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Figure 10. Modifying Pattern. We have added an object textbox that lets the user guess the
pattern by giving a general mathematical expression for board fields.
The program in the command window (Figure 10) defines the new functionality. We have
already mentioned the recursive evaluation operator @. It takes an expression and returns the
result of evaluating the expression repeatedly until a fixed point is reached, i.e., the result
equals the input expression. This is how the expression "@textbox caption" is evaluated:
Evaluation of "textbox caption" yields the new expression "board index mod 5." This
expression is evaluated again, yielding the list of indices of the board elements, each index
modulo 5, i.e., "1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4 0 1." This result is a fixed point: Evaluating it will
result in the same list of integers. Hence, the result of "@textbox caption" is the list of board
indices taken modulo 5. The multi-cast assignment "board caption = @text caption" assigns
these integers one by one to the caption property of the board elements. The difference
between the @ operator and a simple "eval" operator as can be found in many languages is that
@ continues evaluating the resulting expression as long as the result differs from the input
expression. For instance, the expression "eval(textbox caption)" would have returned the
string "board index mod 5." Operators like @ or "eval" add flexibility to the language by
enabling users to execute "meta"-commands.
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4. Evaluation
In this chapter, we evaluate the concept of flexible components, and we reflect on what has
been achieved so far and what remains to be done.
4.1 Advantages of Flexible Components
Flexible components combine advantages of highly dynamic object environment with those of
component software. Because of their flexibility, they can be reused in many different
contexts, and they can be modified and extended more easily than existing component
software. Because of their autonomy, they can interoperate with independently developed
other components, facilitating incremental and distributed software development. And, since
components are compiled binary objects they can be pre-tested and tuned to high performance.
With these characteristics, flexible components promote a shift from language-centric to the
more comfortable and direct component-centric software development.
4.1.1 Problems of Language-Centric Development
Depending on purpose and users, the best way to program an object can vary widely.
Traditional development environments do not take this into account because within them all
objects are programmed using a single environment-specific language. In order to cover a
broad range of applications, this language is usually a general-purpose programming language.
In order to support object development in a natural way, it is usually object-oriented. These
two characteristics make this language fairly complex and inappropriate for the non-
programmer.
Furthermore, integrated objects, e.g., OLE Controls, usually have to be separated from their
application environment in order to be modified. This hinders simultaneous testing within the
target environment.
4.1.2 Advantages of Component-Centric Development
Flexible components promote a shift to component-centric development, where each
component can be further developed on the spot according to its purpose and needs, using a
language tuned to the individual component's characteristics. Flexible components support this
approach by incorporating their programming interface.
With component-centric development we achieve both simplicity, because programming
interfaces are application specific, and universality, because a multitude of languages and
interfaces can coexist within a single application environment.
Furthermore, because the development process is incremental, end-users do not need to bother
with the complex basic functionality of a component. They can concentrate on the component-
specific behavior and modify it through a simple interface. For more complex functionality,
available pre-tested modules can be attached to the component. By using a custom-tailored
interface, end-users can achieve sophisticated results that until now have been reserved for
professionals with elaborate programming skills.
Alego presents some of these advantages. Alego objects are specialized for building simple
interactive applications. Some of these objects have quite a complex functionality that an
average end-user would not be able to implement. However, their programming interface is
very simple and gives users exactly what they need to build the applications they are intended
for.
4.2 Problems and Limitations of Flexible Components
One problem common to component software approaches in general is standardization. The
success of component software depends on how well a standard can be established. Without a
standard, the distributed effort of many developers cannot be combined. To establish a
standard is hard and depends on many factors other than technology. Furthermore, standards
are inflexible and often stifle innovation.
Other problems and critical aspects are introduced by flexible components in particular:
Complexity. Flexibility often increases the complexity of a component. The more flexible a
component is, the more options it presents to the user. If a component as complex as a full-
featured word processor presents too much flexibility, the user will be unable to keep track of
its features and functionality. On the other hand, developers might have a hard time deciding
on how flexible to make the interface or whether to provide several interfaces. More options
mean more decisions have to be made.
Performance. The addition of several levels of indirection for the interpretation of methods
and messages will certainly decrease performance. In general, message passing might present a
bottleneck because of the dynamic and centralized naming system. Merging components
instead of passing messages between them might reduce the overhead. However, efficient yet
uncomplicated merging operations remain to be defined.
Reliability. Documentation of components is optional and cannot be enforced. Components
with multiple interfaces that can be modified in multiple ways by multiple users clearly create
multiple sources of problems that have yet to be dealt with. How to prevent users from
damaging a component? How to preserve the reliability of applications when single
components are exchanged or updated? How to inform the user about changes induced by
modifying or exchanging a component of an application?
4.3 Experience with Alego
The strength of Alego lies in its flexible and autonomous object architecture that can be easily
adapted for implementing flexible components. In particular, the comprehensive object
presentation, the simple language, the powerful naming scheme, and the grouping relation are
notable features that have not been found in similar form in other systems. Within its range of
application, Alego represents an original and useful tool. In particular, our experience with
Alego has confirmed the usefulness of flexible components for creating and modifying a class
of simple but highly flexible game-like applications.
On the other hand, Alego represents an extreme simplification of a flexible component
environment. It does not offer means for exploring the universality of flexible components. In
particular, we haven't had the opportunity to experiment with component interoperability, or
with multiple interfaces and diverse application areas.
Our experience so far is limited to very small applications. As applications grow larger and
more complex, with more and more interoperating objects, Alego's performance deteriorates
rapidly. In fact, poor performance and limited robustness are major limitations of Alego in its
current stage. Both problems are partly rooted in the fast implementation. Apart from this, we
are able to evaluate Alego in terms of how far it has helped in achieving the intended goals
concerning user-friendliness.
4.3.1 Is Alego Simple?
Simple to Learn? Not yet. The few experience we have had on this point show that, in fact,
Alego is not as simple to understand for newcomers as we had expected. Mixing development
and run time, we have provided several unusual mouse and keyboard combinations in order to
let the user move and resize, activate, and get information on an object at the same time. For
people used to the Microsoft Windows environment, some of these combinations were difficult
to remember.
Another confusion has been caused by the lack of browsing and cross referencing tools that
explain how objects are related with each other. The problem of code scattered in little pieces
over many objects, which makes it hard to find out what's going on in the system, is common
to object-oriented or message-based systems in general.
Although Alego has not proved simple enough to be understood immediately by novices, we
are optimistic about its general design. We attribute many problems to the fact that until now
very little effort has been put into making the start easy, e.g., by providing help features.
Simple to Use? Yes, in its domain. Basic object manipulation is simple: Creating, destroying,
activating, moving, replicating objects, and even arrays of objects can be done by point-and-
click. Programming objects is simple: Sending commands to any object or programming
objects can be done by using the object's command interface that pops up automatically
together with complete information of the object's interface plus documentation. Addressing
objects or groups of objects is simple and efficient. All together, building applications such as
the ones we have presented in the example section can be done in a few minutes.
Changing applications is usually simple. However, it can be hard to find out what has to be
changed or where behavior has been defined once applications grow larger and more complex,
since there are no tools to examine object interoperation. Furthermore, in its present state,
Alego does not offer any mechanisms to undo changes.
4.3.2 Is Alego Flexible?
Nearly any aspect of an object or an application can be modified. Users can add and remove
properties and methods, they can program the behavior of objects, and relate it to a variety of
events. Alego objects and applications are as flexible as in other dynamic single-mode object
environments such as Self.
However, the way objects can be modified is uniform throughout the system and cannot be
changed. Alego does not support modification of the flexibility of objects, client specific
restrictions, multiple or hierarchical interfaces, or even different programming languages. In
those aspects, it is by far not as flexible as flexible component software is meant to be.
4.3.3 Is Alego Effective?
Yes and No. Alego is very effective in terms of how fast an experienced user can develop an
application. Simple games such as Xattack, Patterns, or Magic Squares can be developed from
scratch (i.e., using the basic toolbox objects) in a few minutes. We haven't found another
system comparable to Alego in this respect.
We attribute the effectiveness of Alego to several reasons. First, by merging runtime and
development time, Alego offers an interactive programming style that allows users to make
changes at any time, with immediate feedback. Second, since objects are represented visually
and can be manipulated directly, the user can see the results of even small modifications, and
there is less abstraction involved in the programming process. Third, programming in Alego is
straightforward because the of the simplicity of the language. The user is not distracted by
details of syntax or semantics, and can instead concentrate on the problem of interest. Finally,
the Alego toolbox provides a collection of specialized components that constitute ideal basic
building blocks for the class of applications Alego is intended for. This collection can be
extended by the user, who can produce new prototypes from components at any stage during
development.
As a result of its flexibility and effectiveness, Alego makes both playing and programming a
game more attractive. Many simple games become boring after a certain time. With Alego,
users can make them more challenging as their skills improve, and can maintain the excitement
by introducing new variants. Programming is more fun because there is no need for long
preparation or planning before users can start an application, and users can try out alternatives
immediately while programming.
However, Alego is not as effective for analyzing or debugging applications. It does not offer
tools to locate pieces of information or trace the control flow of object interaction.
In summary, the overall interaction style of Alego seems to be very promising but many
features and details need to be added before testing Alego on a broader public. Only then, we
will be able to definitely judge whether Alego meets our expectations.
4.4 Future Work
For a successful implementation of flexible component software, several aspects need to be
further investigated:
* Performance and Scalability. Achieving an acceptable performance will be much more
difficult for flexible components than for conventional component software. Dynamic
modifiability of components is usually costly because much code is interpreted. Also, the
flexible component engine represents a potential bottleneck by offering extended services
such as address translation. Furthermore, considerable communication overhead is involved
when compound components are implemented as clusters of independent, interoperating
components (the usual implementation in existing component software approaches). To
reduce the overhead for intercommunication and message interpretation within component
groups, composition techniques should be developed to consolidate the structure of such
groups. [Ste87] discusses the problem of gradual consolidation of growing objects to more
static structures from a theoretical point of view.
* Robustness and Reliability. A flexible component environment is prone to errors and
inconsistencies that arise from incoherent manipulation of components. Since it is so easy
to modify components, it is also easier to introduce unintended behavior and
inconsistencies. Furthermore, the distributed system architecture makes it much harder to
check inconsistencies and to test applications. Much of the functionality that is traditionally
provided by integrated development environments has to be implemented in a distributed
fashion.
* User Orientation. One of the most important aspects of any system targeted to end-users
is to facilitate efficient information. When heavy reuse of other peoples products is desired,
this becomes even more critical. For one, users have to be able to find out what is available
and how to use it. Second, they need to rapidly orient themselves in programs that involve
many objects and complex interdependencies. Third, they often need to browse through not
only space but also time, trace applications, or observe actions and state of many objects at
the same time. Information has to be revealed and highlighted but also hidden at the right
moment. Interesting research is going on to study the optimal use of parallelism in user
interfaces [Van96].
* Automation. Many operations and actions in a distributed system with autonomous,
interoperating objects are amenable to automation:
1. Help and Documentation. Assistance could be automated by generating useful
comments whenever the system can detect that the user needs help. Another field of
investigation is the partial automation of documentation updates when an object is
modified.
2. Search and Classification. Tools that search for objects or functionality that would be
useful within a specific context, or that classify objects automatically according to their
purpose and functionality would be useful.
3. Object Composition. When combining or composing objects, new relations could be
established automatically and properties or methods that are induced by the nature of
the composition operation could be generated automatically.
5. Conclusion
In this thesis, we discussed the problem of software development in terms of satisfaction of the
end-user. In particular, we observed that the traditional strict separation of application
development, done by professionals, and the use of applications by end-users does not support
new requirements of computing in homes and schools. In these contexts, end-users should
have more liberty in modifying and combining applications, and they should be able to
incorporate available functionality efficiently in self-made applications.
We presented flexible component software as a promising solution to satisfy the new
requirements. Flexible component software generalizes existing component software
approaches by allowing a component to provide its own programming interface. The flexible
component architecture promotes reuse of available functionality. Furthermore, flexible
components can be combined and composed efficiently using diverse relations and operations.
With these characteristics, flexible components support a new, component-centered style of
software development. In a sense, component-centered software development generalizes the
compound document technology. As compound documents unify the editing of a diversity of
formats, flexible components overcome programming language boundaries. Component-centric
development unifies different languages and programming interfaces within a single platform of
interoperable components. Similar to the compound document's in-place editing of embedded
components, flexible components support in-place programming of components integrated in
an application, using each component's individual programming interface.
Component-centered software development offers a comfortable way to modify components
within their application environment, at runtime of the application. It also gives the average
end-user of a component additional power because the component's programming interface
will, as a rule, be much simpler than its original source language.
Experiments with Alego have demonstrated the usefulness of flexible components for small,
exploratory applications, such as the creation of modifiable board games. Moreover, we have
seen that this simplicity can be achieved without sacrificing the universality of component
software. On the contrary, flexible components even add to the generality of component
software by increasing the diversity of components.
Our main conclusion is that application-specific diversification of components in terms of their
flexibility and their language interface is highly desirable. Complex, highly specialized
components primarily need to be reliable and easy to understand, but they do not need to be
very flexible. For small, experimental applications in which components are typically small, and
users like to combine them in many different ways, flexibility and programmability are
important.
5.1 Outlook
The concept of flexible components is a powerful one: It combines divergent approaches and
antagonistic advantages. It unifies flexibility and stability, diversity and compatibility, simplicity
and power. Accordingly, we have to deal with the combined problems that come with these
advantages. Furthermore, many tradeoff decisions have to be made for combining advantages
conveniently.
Flexibility has its costs and should therefore by used carefully. It is a difficult task for the initial
developer of a flexible component to determine how flexible the component should be, which
aspects are likely to be modified over time, and what should be fixed in order to achieve
acceptable performance and efficiency. The problem how this decision process can be assisted
has to be investigated.
Next, we should experiment with flexible component with multiple interfaces, multiple
languages, and multiple users. We should investigate the interoperability of components with
divergent characteristics. One interesting research direction is the gradual consolidation of
components. Another challenging problem is improving the reliability and robustness of flexible
components and ensuring their consistency. Furthermore, flexible component software has
great potential for automating some activities, which could significantly improve its user-
friendliness. Also, the area of error handling, feedback, and the treatment of emergency
situations has to be investigated. Finally, we have to deal with performance and scalability
issues.
Flexible component software is only at its beginning. It promises much, but many details have
yet to be figured out. We have left much of the work needed for an efficient implementation of
flexible components for future research. What we do hope to provide with this work is a
critical overview of the main problems of component software and traditional software
development approaches with respect to the end-user. More importantly, we hope to convey a
vision of a more flexible, universal, and creative approach to software development, in which
users of different background will be able to contribute their unique talents and expertise.
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